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Abstract 
After setting down the needed facts of many-sorted model theory, we obtain model-theoretic 
characterizations of small preadditive coherent (perfect, noetherian) categories. @ 1997 Elsevier 
Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
As is well-known, modules over a ring R can be regarded as additive functors from 
one-object preadditive category to the category of abelian groups Ab. Stimulated by this 
observation, many mathematicians considered notions and results, originally obtained 
for modules, for functors from a small preadditive category ti to the category of abelian 
groups Ab (to illustrate that, we just mention [S, 9, 13-151); and, later, even in more 
general settings ~ in abelian and Grothendieck categories. 
On the other hand, in the early 1970s Eklof and Sabbagh in [4, 171 began studying 
modules over a fixed ring R from a model-theoretic point of view, essentially analyzing 
first-order properties of the theory of modules over the ring R that can be expressed 
in the one-sorted language L(R) corresponding to the ring R. Among other results of 
[4, 171, the authors have described rings over which the classes of flat, projective, and 
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injective modules are axiomatizable in L(R) - in other words, they constitute classes 
of models of the theories of flat, projective and injective modules, respectively. Then, 
during the last two decades, numerous interesting results related to applications of 
model theory to modules have been obtained. 
In light of the two paragraphs above, it seems to be natural and reasonable to consider 
application of model theory to functor categories. In this paper, we start this project 
considering problems of axiomatizability of additive abelian-group-valued functors. We 
show how the above-mentioned considerations and results of [4, 171 can be extended 
to the category of additive functors from a small preadditive category 8 to the category 
of abelian groups Ab. 
However, because we are treating “rings with several objects,” we cannot stay in the 
realm of one-sorted model theory. Thus, in Section 1 we set down the needed facts 
of the many-sorted model theory. In many cases both syntactic and semantic aspects 
and results of many-sorted logic can be clearly derived from their one-sorted analogs, 
using the process of “unifying” variables (see [I 8, 191, and also [ll]). Consequently, 
we will justify and refer to “many-sorted” versions of some model-theoretic results 
merely by referring to their classical (one-sorted) versions, perhaps with comments as 
to how the cited proofs can be extended. Our references to model theory, from which 
terminology, notations, and results will be frequently used, are [2, 71. 
In later sections we obtain the main results of this paper - Theorems 7, 10, and 13 
_ characterizing small preadditive categories 6 over which classes of flat, projective, 
and injective additive abelian-group-valued functors, respectively, are axiomatizable. 
While results of [4, 171 are immediate consequences of our ones, our approaches are 
different. Together with categorical features of ultraproducts, we systematically exploit 
other general results and techniques of categorical algebra. As far as possible, we 
follow [lo] for category theory. There is, however, one exception: for our purposes, 
we have found it convenient to write the composition of two morphisms 2 : A + B 
and /3 : B + C of a small preadditive category 19 as xp. Additive functors from the 
category 8 to the category of abelian groups Ab will be also called G-modules. Further, 
for a functor F : 19”~ ---f Ab, a morphism r E &(,4,B), and an element x E F(A), we 
will write either F(a)(x) or XX E F(B). 
Finally, it is a great pleasure to express my gratitude to Fred Linton and Saunders 
Mac Lane for helpful conversations. 
2. Many-sorted algebraic systems and preliminaries 
2.1. Recall that a many-sorted first-order language L(Q) is defined by a signature 
D = (S, C, F, P), consisting of four sets, where 
(i) S is a nonvoid set whose elements are called sorts. For each sort 7~ E S there 
is a fixed countable set of variables x7,x;, . ,xt,. . of the sort n; 
(ii) C is a set of (individual) constant symbols, or just constants. Each constant 
c E C is associated with a unique sort rr E S; 
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(iii) F is a set of function symbols. Each function symbol ,f E F has a unique type 
(r-cl,%,..., XX ----f 7c), where 711,712 ,..., zk,n E S, and the natural number k is the arity 
of the operation ,f; 
(iv) P is a nonvoid set of predicate symbols. Each predicate symbol P E P has a 
unique type (r-ct.r-r2,. ,nk), where 711,712,. ..  ?rk E S, and k > 0 is the arity of the 
predicate P. 
It is obvious that the usual inductive definitions of terms, (well-formed) formulas, 
notions of free and bound occurrences of a variable in a formula, of a sentence, and 
other fundamental syntactical concepts as well as logical axioms and rules of inference 
of the one-sorted first-order language are naturally extended to the many-sorted case in 
such a way that all of the prevalent identically true formulas and equivalences remain 
valid in the many-sorted case. Doing this generalization, one must only specialize, or 
relativize, the variables, terms, formulas, and quantifiers on individual variables with 
regard to the sorts (cf. [l 11, and see also [18, 191). 
2.2. A model, or an interpretation, of the language L(Q) is defined as a collection of 
functions M = (2, %, 5,9’), where 
(i) Y : S 4 Set is a function 7c H g(n) = 5Jn from the set of sorts S to the class 
of sets Set defining a “many-sorted” universe G? = {p’, 1~ E S}; 
(ii) % : C + UnES 2, is a function from the set of constants C to the universe v 
such that g(c) E gjn whenever c is a constant of the sort 71; 
(iii) The function S transforms a function symbol ,f E .B of the type (r-r,. 7r7,, . 
711, + 71) t0 the fUndOn F(f): grc, X -.' X anr + 2,; 
(iv) The function B transforms a predicate symbol P E P of the type (nr , n2,. , nk ) 
to the predicate Y(P) on the set 8,, x . x Snr. 
Analogously, as was mentioned above for the syntactical ideas, one may straightfor- 
wardly generalize all fundamental semantical concepts of classical (one-sorted) model 
theory to the many-sorted case. Therefore, from now on we will use (if necessary, 
with corresponding remarks concerning specifications on sorts) the usual notions and 
notations of the classical model theory that can be found, for instance, in [2]. 
2.3. Let f,(a) be a many-sorted language, and M’ = (Y,%‘, .F’,./P’), i E I, a nonempty 
set of models of L(Q) having universes _Gc’ = {91,1x E S}, i E I, respectively. For the 
interpretations of the predicate symbols P, function symbols .f, and constant symbols 
c of L(Q) in the models M’, i E I, we will use the symbols R’, G’,c’, respectively. 
Let F be a proper filter over I. For each sort 71 E S, one can define a binary 
relation =,G on the Cartesian product 2, = n;,, g”:, by 
Due to [2, Proposition 4.1.51, for any sort n E S the relation =F is an equivalence 
relation on the set 2,. 
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Let Jp denote the equivalence class of JX : f,” = {gn E L2’,j,fn =,L- gn}, and .I/:, = 
&Sk be the filtered product with respect to the filter F of the sets 2: (i E 1). The 
model l&M’ of L(Q), called the filtered product of models M’ (i E I) with respect to 
F, is described as follows: 
(i) The universe of &M’ is 6 = {@,ln E S}, where gX = &6&; 
(ii) The constant c of the sort rr is interpreted in &.izfi by the element cE’ E Gn, 
where cI“ = (c’ E %,k]i E 1)~; 
(iii) The function symbol ,f of type (~1,712,. , nk -+ ?r) is interpreted in & M’ by 
the function G given by 
G(.f;,...,,f;) = (G’(.f,F;(i),...,,f~(i))li E 1)~; 
(iv) The predicate symbol P of type (rci, 7r2,. . , Q) is interpreted in nFM’ by the 
relation R such that 
R(J;T,. ,fz:) = true ++ {i E ZIR’(f*T(i), ,,fn:(i) = true} E F. 
The correctness of the construction of nF M’ follows immediately from the many- 
sorted version of [2, Proposition 4.1.71 
It is easy to see that the well-known classical results of single-sorted model the- 
ory - the fundamental theorem of ultraproducts and the compactness theorem (see 
Theorem 4.1.9 and Corollary 4.1.1 I of [2], respectively) - are obviously extended to 
the many-sorted case. For the compactness theorem, this was already noted by Mal’cev 
in [Ill. 
As usual, a class .Y of models for L(Q) is said to be axiomatizable iff there exists 
a theory T in L(Q) such that X‘= Mod( r). Extending to the many-sorted case the 
notions of elementary embedding and equivalence, together with closedness under ul- 
traproducts, we get the many-sorted version of [2, Theorem 4.1.121. Furthermore, one 
can naturally extend the notion of elementary submodel to the many-sorted models 
and justify the many-sorted versions of [7, Corollaries 38.1 and 38.21, the well-known 
Tarski criterion for elementary extensions [7, Theorem 38.21, [7, Theorem 40.11, and 
Frayne’s theorem [7, Lemma 41.11. 
2.4. Let 6 be a fixed small preadditive category with set of objects 181, and horn-sets 
&(A,B),A,B E 181. The many-sorted first order language L(8) is defined as follows: 
(i) the set S of sorts coincides with the set of objects 18); 
(ii) the set C of constants coincides with the set of zero morphisms {O”/O” E 
Hfi(A,A),A E Ifll}> th e sort of the constant OA being just A; 
(iii) the set F of function symbols consists of binary functions “+A” of type (A,A - 
A) for each type A E 1191, and unary functions x of type (A + B) for each morphism 
z E H,(A,B); 
(iv) the set P of predicate symbols consists of the equality symbols =,4 of type 
(A,A) for each sort A E 181. 
In the obvious way each covariant and contravariant additive functor from the cate- 
gory 6 to the category of abelian groups Ab becomes a model of the languages L(6) 
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and L(tiop), respectively. We will call the categories of covariant and contravariant 
additive functors from 6 to Ab the categories of right and left &modules and denote 
them as Mod-8 and G-Mod, respectively (cf. [13]). 
It is easy to see that the class of all left &modules is axiomatizable in L(Sop). The 
set of axioms of the class &Mod is described as follows: 
(i) for each sort A E 181, given the set of abelian group axioms; 
(ii) for each A E 181, and any c(, fi E He(B,A), and 7 E H,9(C,B) the following 
sentences hold: (Vx’)[ 1~2 =A XA]; (V_@)[(x + /I)ti =B ~XX~ +B /3x,‘]; (VX~)[(S,)X),Y~ =(. 
~(X~4)];(~x’XA)(~‘YA)[1(xA +A ,9) =B !XXA l tB CqJq 
2.5. Let M = (9, %‘, 9,Y) be such a model of L(Q) that for any sort T( E S there 
exists a constant 0, E 9n of the sort rc, and for any function symbol ,f‘ E F of 
type (rr1.rc2,...,n~ + rr) and predicate symbol P E P of type (rrr,~2,....~) the 
following relations hold: .F(.f)(O,, , . . . , O,, ) = 0, E Qn and 9’(P)(On,, . . . , O,, ) = true. 
It is obviously that in this situation there is the so-called zero submodel 0 of the model 
A4 having a “many-sorted” universe 9 = {g(n) = O,(n E S}. 
Let M’ = (8’,%‘,F,9p’), i E I, be a nonempty set of models of L(Q) having 
universes 8’ = {9$rt E S} and fixed zero submodels 0’ C M’, i E Z, respectively. 
An element fir E nlEl 9; in the product &, M’ is said to be finite if fn(i) = 0: for 
almost all i E I. Clearly, the set of all finite elements of the model n,E, M’ forms a 
submodel elt,Mi c &, M’, called the sum of the models IV’, i E 1. Then, adjusting 
arguments of [23] to the many-sorted setting, and applying [7, Corollaries 38.1 and 
38.21. one can prove the many-sorted versions of the well-known for modules over 
rings results (cf. [ 16, Corollaries 2.28 and 2.241): 
Theorem 1. eiE, M’ + niE, M’ 
Corollary 2. erE, M’ = n;,, M’. 
3. Axiomatizability of the class of flat functors 9% 
The well-known (see, for instance, [ 131) construction of the tensor product F 1% G of 
functors F E Mod-8 and G E G-Mod, as the abelian group F @ G = @nEliy,(F(n) ~2 
G(n))/M, where M is the subgroup of @nt,6, (F(n) F+ G(n)) generated by elements 
of the form xF(a) t?! y -x Q9 G(cc)y (2 E H B X,XI),X E F(n), and ,v t G(rrr)), delivers ( 
a bifunctor - 9 - : Mod-6 x &Mod + Ab. 
A module G E O-Mod is said to be a flat functor if the functor - 8% G : Mod-29 + 
Ab is left exact (see [15]). We will denote the class of all flat functors of &Mod 
by .F_Y. Just as in the ring case (cf. [5, Proposition 11.341) the category 6 is 
called right coherent if any product of flat functors of G-Mod is again a flat func- 
tor. We will need the following criterion for a &module to be flat (see 
[15, Theorem 3.21). 
Proposition 3. The jiinctor A E G-Mod is ,flut #‘Jbr my Z, rj E IS(,J,, E /&(.Z, rj), 
and a.i E A( I’,), j = I,. . . , n, iJ’ Ci l.,ia,j = 0 then there exist X; E ISI, bi E A(X, >, i = 
I . . > m, UHC/ rmrphims A1i.i E Hl9( rj,Xi), ~11 i,.j, such thut 0.i = Ci /l[ibi (.j = I,. . . , n), 
kd CiI.j/lij =O(i= l,...,~). 
Proposition 4. !f the calrgm-y 6 is right coherent, then the elms c?f’put f~nctors 32) 
is axionzatizable in the Iunguqe L(Gop). 
Proof. By [2, Theorem 4.1.121, it is sufficient to show that the class .FY is closed 
under ultraproducts and elementary equivalence. First, we will show that .FY is closed 
under ultraproducts. Indeed, it is easy to see (see also P. Eklof’s article in [l]) that any 
ultraproduct (even filtered product) of many-sorted algebraic systems can be considered 
as a corresponding directed, or filtered, colimit of products of these systems. From this 
observation, using the coherentness of 6, and taking in account Stenstrom’s result 
[24, Lemma 7] on closedness of the class .pY with respect to directed colimits, we 
derive the closedness of .99 under ultraproducts. 
Now, let A, P E &Mod, A s P, and P E 39. Due [7, Lemma 41.11, there exists an 
ultrafilter F over a set 1 such that A 3 &P’, and, as it was shown, nF P’ E 39. It is 
convenient to identified elements of &module A with themselves under the elementary 
embedding into the G-module flF P’. Suppose, in the notation of Proposition 3, in A 
there holds the equation C.j ivja., = 0. Because A is a subfunctor of &P’, the latter 
will also hold in flF P’ for a, E &- P’( Y,), j = I,. . . , n. According to Proposition 3, 
there exist such /iii (i = 1,. . . ,m, ,i = 1,. . . ,n) that Cj jti,j/lii = O(i = 1,. . . , m), and 
Therefore, since A 4 fl, P’, we get 
A + CijClj = 0 * El_)'f'.._!l_V+ Ul = ~!lj~j~,x’&...&U,, = 
i i 
Employing Proposition 3 again, we obtain the conclusion of the proposition. 0 
Proposition 5. rf’fbr uny object A E 161 my ultrupo~~er qf’ the 6-module Ho( -, A) E 
G-Mod is u pat &module, then 6 is u right coherent cutegor~: 
Proof. Owing to Theorem 4.1 of [ 151, to prove the proposition it is enough to show that 
for any set Ai E Iti], i E I, the functor niEl H&,A,) E g-Mod is a flat 6-module. 
Since by Corollary 2 &, H&,Ai) = eiEl H,9(-,Ai), from [7, Lemma 41.11 we 
have n,,, &.+,A) 4 nF(@ljE, fb-,k)F’ f or some ultrafilter F over a set J. We 
will show that G-module nF(BIE, Hti(-,Ai))- is flat. 
First, noting that in the category 6-Mod finite products and finite sums are iso- 
morphic, by [12, Theorem 1. 2.5.41 (see also [ 10, Section 1X.2]), we get that for any 
finite subset K of the set I, and for an arbitrary element F” of the filter F there 
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is an isomorphism: ni,EF, (@kEK~&,Ak));. 2 $PEK(&EF, K+Jk)~.). From this 
isomorphism, applying the above-mentioned remark that filtered products are filtered 
colimits of products, and commutativity of colimits (see [lo, p. 210]), we have 
=c%rI v&9-,Ak>)J 
kEK F 
So, as nF(H&,Ak))-’ E 99, and a direct sum of flat functors is flat (the tensor 
product functor -@G has a right adjoint functor; see [14, p. 8771 or [13], for example, 
and [lo, Theorem Vol. 5.1 and p. 1151) nF(ekEK H&,Ak))J E F_.Y’. 
Let sy‘ be the directed partially ordered set of all finite subsets of the set I, and 
@K = e&K He(-,Ak) for each K E ~47 It is clear that Co1im.x @K = @;,, Hir(-,A,). 
Now, using again [ 10, p. 2101, we obtain: 
51 (f$ &(-,&)I = ColimF ($%(-,&)) = ColimF (Co1im.Y @K) 
= Colim~x (ColimF @K ) 
= Colim,f (Colimi (f$ X9-,&))) 
= Co1im.r @ (Colim&+, Al; )) 
kEK 
= Colim,X (KY-+% ))l 
= Co1im.p 
( ( 
l-I@ (Hti(->&))J . 
F kEK )i 
As it was shown above, n,(@,,, H&,Ak)r E 929. By [24, Lemma 71 a direct 
limit of flat &modules is flat, hence Colim,~(~F(~kEK(H~(-,~k))J)) E .Fy, and 
consequently, nI,<@,,, H,+,A;))’ E 92’. 
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Then, using the elementary embedding Hi,, H&,A;) + &.(ei,, H&,Ai))J, and 
literally repeating the proof of Proposition 4, we get &, HG(-,Ai) E F9. Therefore, 
we have fully proved the proposition. q 
Combining Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 4.1 of [15], we easily obtain the following 
characterization of the category 6 to be right coherent: 
Proposition 6. A smull cutegory 8 is right coherent if for uny A E ISI, und every 
finite fumily of objects A; E 161, i E I, the kernel of any natural transjormution 
n : $j,,M4-1 + Ho(A, -) is a jinitely generuted module (see, for instance, 
[14, p. 8681, or [13]) of the cutegory Mod-g. 
Collecting the above-obtained results, we formulate the following theorem. 
Theorem 7. For the cluss of&t jitnctors 322 of the category &Mod, the jollowing 
statements are equiaolent: 
(i) E!? is uxiomutisuble in the lunguuge L(@“); 
(ii) 39 is closed under elementurq~ eguiwtlence; 
(iii) For any A E 161 every ultrapower of’ the H& -, A) E &Mod is a ,jlut G-module; 
(iv) 6 is u right coherent category; 
(v) For uny A E 1291, and ecery jinite fumily of objects Ai E ISI, i E I, the kernel 
of uny nuturul truasfbrmution q : @,E, Hti(A,, -) --f Ho(A, -) is u jinitely generated 
module qf the category Mod-ti. 
Proof. Implications (i)+(ii)+ (iii)+(iv)+ (v)+(i) are true due to [2, Theo- 
rem 4.1.121, H&,A) E .T_C? for any A E 161, and [7, Corollaries 38.1 and 38.21, 
and [7, Theorem 40.11, Propositions 5, 6, and 4, respectively. 0 
Remark. Theorem 7 supplements the characterizations of small preadditive categories 
obtained in [15, Theorem 4.11, and contains, as a corollary, when 6 is a preadditive 
category with one object, Theorem 4 of [ 171. 
4. Axiomatizability of the class of projective functors 9% 
A &module P is projective if it satisfies the following lifting property: For any 
natural transformations Q : P 4 B and 4 : A + B of G-modules, where 4 is epi in 
&Mod, there is a natural transformation 4 : P + A such that H = $4. We will denote 
the class of all projective functors of &Mod by P. 
For each object R E 161 and morphism x E Hti(R,X) there exists a cyclic functor 
H” E Mod-6 with a generator r which is defined in the following way: H”(Y) = 
{rqlq~ E Hti(X, Y)} for Y E 1291, and for y E Hd(Y, YI ),H”(y) : H”(Y) + H”( YI) is 
such a homomorphism of abelian groups that H’(y)(q) = LXQ~. 
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We say that a set F of cyclic functors HZ, a E H,s(R, -), forms a filter if for any 
two fimctors H”, HP E F there is a fonctor H” E F such that the Hq is a subfunctor of 
H” as well as of HP, i.e., for any object Y E (8( there hold inclusions Hq(Y) C H’(Y) 
and H’t( Y) C Hfl( Y). As a matter of fact, F is a filter of principal right ideals in the 
set He(R, -). 
Also, the well-known notion of n-purity for modules over a ring (see [3, Defini- 
tion 3.1, p. 4641) can be naturally extended for &modules as follows: a subfunctor A of 
a hmctor B E G-Mod is called a n-pure subfunctor of B if A(X) n r(B( Y)) = %(A( Y )) 
for any morphism u : X --f Y of 6. It is clear that any summand of B is a n-pure 
subfunctor of B. 
To prove the main result of this section, we will need generalizations to &modules 
of Faith’s version [6, Lemma 20.20, and Corollary 20.211 of Chase’s result [3, Theo- 
rem 3.11. One can prove those by modifying the corresponding module versions. There- 
fore, we will only show how to modify for our case the sequences constructed by an 
induction in Lemma 20.20 of [6]. 
Proposition 8. Let {A’}iG,,, be u countable sequence of objects of &Mod, und A = 
niEc,, A’,A, = n,,,, A’ E G-Mod. Let C = $kEK Ck be a direct sum of a f&zily of 
a-modules {Ck}&, f : A + C a morphism of the category &Mod, and fk : A --f CI, 
the composition of f and the cunonicnl projection C + Ck jar euch k E K. Then, 
if F is a ,$lter of‘ the form {H”, x E H@(R, -)}, there exist H’ E F,? : R + X. 
und n > 0 such that in the object R E (61 the inclusion ,fk(A,(cx)(A,(X))) C 
nHIiEF,II.R_YII ck(jj)(ck(Y[j)) holds for almost ull k E K. (Here we think of A,, as 
the natural submodule of the &module A.) 
Proof. One can repeat the proof of [6, Lemma 20.201 by inductively constructing the 
sequences {x,} 2 A(R), {Hxn, M, : R + Xx,,} 2 F, and {k,} C K satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) H% > H%+I ;
(ii) xrI E A,(a,WM&, >I; 
(iii) .fk,,h) $ 0 (mod Ck,,(%+l )(ck,,(&r,+, )>>; 
(iv) fk,,(rk) = 0 for k 5 n . 
The rest of the proof is a word-for-word repetition of Faith’s proof. 0 
Again, modifying and repeating arguments of [6, Lemma 20.211, one can derive 
from Proposition 8 as a consequence 
Proposition 9. Let J be an injnite set, R E /‘lr)/, und A = n,,, He(-,R)j E &Mod. 
Zf A is a n-pure subfunctor of u direct sum C = ekEK Ck of G-modules {Ck}&k 
such that ICk(R)l 5 IJI, then any chain of right ideals of the form H”, x E H8(R, -). 
is stabilized. 
Following [21, Theorem 2.41 and [8, p. 3341, we say that the category 8 is left per- 
fect if the category &Mod satisfies the following two equivalent conditions: 
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(i) every &module has a projective cover; (ii) every flat &module is a projective 
object of &Mod. 
Theorem 10. For the class of projective objects .99 of. the category G-Mod, the 
fOllowing statements are equivalent: 
(i) g%Y is axiomatizable in the language L(tiop); 
(ii) .Y%! is closed under elementary equivalence; 
(iii) Any product fl,EJ H8(-,Rj),Rj E 1291, j E J, is a projective object of&Mod; 
(iv) 6 is a left perfect and right coherent category. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) is true due to [2, Theorem 4.1.121. 
(ii) =+ (iii) since, by Corollary 2, njEJ HG(-,Rj) f ~j,,H~(-,Rj),Hir(-,Rj) E 
9’2, for any j E J, and every coproduct of projective objects is projective (see [20, 
10.4.41). 
(iii) + (iv). As any projective &module is flat (see [13]), by Theorem 4.1 of 
[15] we obtain that 19 is right coherent. Then, for any infinite set J and R E 161, 
&module A = nj,, H&, R), E 89. Hence, A is a summand, and therefore a n-pure 
subfunctor, of a free &module (see [ 131). Now, applying for appropriate J Proposition 
9, and using Theorem 10.1 of [ 141, we get that 19 is left perfect. 
(iv) + (i). Since G is left perfect, by Theorem 2.4 of [2 1 J, or Theorem 10.1 of [ 141, 
we have that classes YPW and 92 coincide. Thus, we use Theorem 7 to complete the 
proof of the theorem. 0 
Remark. When 8 is a preadditive category with one object, Theorem 10 embodies, 
as corollaries, Chase’s theorem [6, Theorem 22.31B] (see also [3, Theorem 3.31) and 
Theorem 5 of [17]. 
5. Axiomatizability of the class of injective functors 92V 
A G-module E is injective if it satisfies the following extending property (dual to 
the lifting property): For any natural transformations 11 : B + E and p : B + A of 
&modules, where y is manic in G-Mod, there is a natural transformation ;1 : A + E 
such that n = tip. We will denote the class of all injective functors of &Mod by .K VI 
As usual (see [13]), an object of an abelian category is noetherian if it has the act 
(ascending chain conditions) on its subobjects. The category 8 is left noetherian [14, 
p. 8681 if for any object A E 1291 the &module HG(-,A) is a noetherian object of 
G-Mod. Also, the well-known Baer condition for a module over a ring to be injective 
can be easily extended to &modules: 
Lemma 11 (cf. Harada [9, Lemma 11). &module F is un injective object ef’6-Mod 
@for any object A E 1~91 and subfunctor I of the fun&or H&,A) any natural trans- 
formation ?I : I + F can be extended to u natural transformation fl : Hfl(-,A) ---f F. 
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A subfunctor I C H&,A) of the functor ZZo(--,A) is finitely generated [13] if there 
exist such elements x; E Z(Xi), i = 1,. . , n, that every element y E Z(Y) can be written 
as y = C, I(Xi)(Xj)j i.e., y = JJ M& , for some Xj E ZZo(Y,Xi), i = 1,. ,n. One can 
easily prove (it can be done similarly as for modules over a ring) that the category 
29 is left noetherian iff every subfunctor of any functor H&,A), A E ISI, is finitely 
generated. The following proposition is well-known for modules over a ring, and one 
can prove it by modifying the proof of Theorem 20.1. of [6]. 
Proposition 12. The follokng conditions are equivalent on a category 29: 
(a) 8 is left noetheriun. 
(b) Every direct sum of injective objects of’ &Mod is injective object. 
(c) Every countable direct sum of injective objects qf &Mod is injective object. 
Theorem 13. For the class oj’ injective objects X.,4” of the category &Mod, the fbl- 
lokng statements are equivalent: 
(i) .X 1 is axiomatizable in the language L(tiop); 
(ii) .K il’ is closed under elementary equivalence; 
(iii) 8 is left noetherian. 
Proof. (i) =S (ii) is true due to [2, Theorem 4.1.121. 
(ii) =+ (iii). Since in any category every product of injective objects is injective [20, 
10.4.2”], applying Corollary 2 and Proposition 12, we get the implication. 
(iii) + (i). First, as mentioned above, filtered products are filtered colimits of prod- 
ucts, and products of injective objects are injective. Hence Simson’s result [22, 
Theorem l] on filtered colimits of injective objects guarantees that the class .$. 1 
is closed under ultraproducts. 
Then, suppose that &modules A and B are elementary equivalent, and B E .g_ I 1 
Therefore, by [7, Lemma 41.11 we have A + & Bj for some ultrafilter F over a set J. 
Also, from the aforesaid, nF Bj E $Jf. Let ‘1 : I --j A be a natural transformation from 
a subfunctor I C Z&( -, C) of the functor ZIo( -, C) E &Mod. Through the elemen- 
tary embedding A -X & Bj we can also think of q as a natural transformation to the 
&module &B j. Thus, there exists a natural transformation q : ZZ&, C) 4 I& Bl 
that extends ye. Because 6 is left noetherian, the subfunctor Z C HG( -, C) is finitely 
generated, i.e., there are a finite number of generators of &module I: x, E Z(X,) C 
ZZti(X;,C), where X, E 161, i = 1 , . . . ,n. NOW let Y/x,(X;) = U, E A(&), i = 1,. . , YI. 
Again, we can think of the elements a; as elements in & Bj(X,), i = 1,. . . , n. From 
these observations, according to the Yoneda Lemma [20, Lemma 4.3.11 (see also 
[lo, Section III. 2]), we conclude that a; = nF Bj(xi)(b), or, for simplicity, a, = 
xib, where b = tc( 1~) E nF Bj(C), i = 1 , . . ,n. So, we have for a, E A(&), x, E 
H&X;, C), i = 1,. . . ,n : n, Bj b 3y(al = xl y&. .&a, = xn_v). Hence, applying 
[7, Theorem 38.21, we get the existence an a E A(C) such that nF BJ k (a, = 
x,y&...&a,, = x,,y). Then, again using the Yoneda Lemma and defining the natu- 
ral transformation y* : ZZ&, C) --) A by $(lc) = a, we obtain that n* extends ‘1. 
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Therefore, employing Lemma 11 and [2, Theorem 4.1.121, we complete the proof of 
the theorem. 0 
Remark. When 19 is a preadditive category with one object, we get, as an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 13, Theorem 3.19 of [4]. 
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